EURAMET TC-F Meeting 31st March– 2nd April

IMPORTANT INFORMATION

Meeting point: City Hotel Ljubljana, Dalmatinova 15, 1000 Ljubljana, Slovenia
https://www.cityhotel.si/

How to get to meeting point?

By car: City Hotel Ljubljana is located at the heart of Ljubljana, at the beginning of the traffic-free area and only a 3-minute walk from the Prešeren square. They have underground Hotel Garage which is located on the opposite side of the main Hotel entrance, on Tavčarjeva street. Cost of parking is 18 €/day and due to a limited number of parking spots, we advise prior reservation.

From Ljubljana Airport

By bus: There are public bus operators that can take you from Ljubljana to the airport or vice versa. The journey takes 45 minutes, the cost is around 4 EUR and you buy your tickets directly from the driver. Public bus 28 route operates between Ljubljana bus station and Ljubljana airport. City Hotel Ljubljana is located only 400 meters from the main bus station.

By shuttle transfer: Ljubljana is easily accessible by plane. The international Ljubljana Jože Pučnik Airport (Brnik) lies 25 km northwest of Ljubljana. It hosts flights to all the major European cities and airports. City Hotel Ljubljana is providing shuttle transfer with mini bus. Please indicate on the link for accommodation reservation: https://www.cityhotel.si/events/eid/350/ (9 EUR per person one way).

You can also reach Ljubljana relatively easily from neighbouring country airports:
- Austria (Klagenfurt - 79 km or Graz - 160 km)
- Croatia (Zagreb - 135 km)
- Italy (Trieste - 120 km, Venice - 220 km)

By taxi: Organised by Hotel for 28 EUR in one direction. Contact Hotel directly.

Usefull links:
https://www.ljubljana.info
https://www.jpp.si/en